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Special Issue on

“Overcoming the technological hurdles facing virtual worlds in education: the road to widespread deployment”

Since the educational use of virtual worlds is mostly a pedagogical practice, it’s only natural that most current studies on this field focus on educational know-how: how actors in the educational process can employ these technologies. A large body of literature on this subject has been developed in recent years. However, studies focusing on educational practices tend to use a static view of technology – as a product used “as is” or as a product designed and developed for a specific purpose. In such studies, the technological perspective is focused merely on the identification of limitations or restrictions imposed by the features of the specific virtual world being used, and this is particularly noticeable in panoramic views of the field.

However, from a technological viewpoint, virtual worlds are artifacts, the result of development processes, the concrete rendering of knowledge, generating new knowledge and new processes: they are not mere static facts. Under this perspective, this special issue calls for contributions towards an updated understanding of the technological challenges that virtual worlds face when applied to education and training, and towards an identification of research directions to overcome them. As a starting point, three fields are suggested as open for contributions, albeit contributors may suggest others:

1) **the matter of making the technology available to educational actors** – no access, no use;
   a) networking support – how to overcome lack of bandwidth, widespread firewalls, peer-to-peer worlds, etc.;
   b) software used – it’s no longer a desktop-only world: heavy client software everywhere is a problem, requirements on graphics cards and correct driver installation is not viable for deployment on large numbers of school computers, not to mention access via smartphones, tablets, or even smart TVs;
   c) interconnecting virtual worlds – it’s ridiculous that we can travel from Web site to Web site, server to server, and cannot do the same between virtual worlds, taking student groups and activities across diverse landscapes, hosted by diverse companies and other organizations, but rather have to live in the BBS era before the widespread Internet.

2) **the matter of content production, in support of advanced interactions** beyond plain dialog;
   a) by technology experts – simulations, environments, etc., should be interchangeable between virtual world platforms, a school shouldn’t be locked in to the fact that a simulation was developed in a particular virtual world and cannot be transferred to a different platform. If Web sites can move between different types of servers and databases, often only requiring a few changes, why should virtual world simulations and environments require entirely new development efforts? At least 8 different groups are
working on standards, from IEEE to private companies, and clearly research effort is needed to break the current technology lock-in status;

b) by non-experts – other than Second Life/OpenSimulator and OpenCroquet/Cobalt, creating virtual world content by non-experts is often a challenging experience for anything beyond simple 3D model import. And even for Second Life/OpenSimulator or OpenCroquet/Cobalt, we’re often talking only about models. What about actions? What about preparing a scenario complete with character choreography for a lesson on foreign language or a training course on customer welcoming? Better tools are needed to enable educators to write scripts, model behaviors, and share them with other educators;

3) **the matter of large scale deployment** of these technologies, by integration in current information systems, enabling them to be used regularly and commonly by educational actors in general, not just occasionally or only by those with more enthusiasm.

a) Powerful as they may be, we cannot envisage an easy adoption of virtual worlds if educators and learners need to struggle to link them to the current and future tools used in educational activities. More is needed than just connecting online fora with Second Life or associating an avatar with an LMS account. Educators should find it as easy to specify that an activity takes place at a specific virtual world location, as they find it easy to setup a WebQuest or a WebForm.

b) It should be easy to track which students have performed which activities, which students are struggling, which activities are ready, how are they progressing; it should be easy to pick a virtual object and provide it to all your students – whenever you need it, for whatever class – and control that from the Web, rather than have to use a 3D environment to do 2D tasks; it should be easy to share a virtual object in Facebook, ask for help on Twitter, Google+ an accomplishment, place a video on YouTube with your team development; It should be easy to conduct an after-action review of a virtual class or virtual team effort, without having to deploy a military-grade, large-scale simulation system.

c) It should be easy to store ready-made choreographies of virtual world actors and events, for providing students and educators with ready-to-deploy contexts, for storing events for later analysis, and for archiving purposes in support of administrative and legal requirements.
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